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"Rockets and Explosive Barrels Target Khan Al Shieh Camp, 

and the Power Returned after Three Days Cut"  

 
 

 

 Residents of Yarmouk Refuse the Decision of Nursa that Prevents their 

children Participating Eid Festival in Yalda 

 Stifling Living Crises at Jaramana Camp 

 Relief Agencies Ends the Distribution of Sacrifices to the Residents of 

Yarmouk and the Displaced People at the Neighboring Towns  

 Lebanese Security Releases a Palestinian Syrian Refugee after being 

Detained for More than 10 Days in Charges of Expire Residency 

 9 PLA Members Die during September 
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Recent Updates 

Powerful explosions rocked Khan Al Shieh camp in Damascus suburb, as 

warplanes dropped two explosive barrels on the outskirts of the camp and 

the surrounding farms and areas with no injuries. 

 The Syrian army targeted Sharaf Street at the beginning of the camp 

yesterday morning by surface to surface missile, which resulted in mass 

destruction where it landed. 

 In a different context, power returned at homes and lanes of the camp 

after three days cut, while residents still suffer from major crises in 

transportation because of the continuing closure of all roads linking the 

camp and the center of the capital, a result of clashes and acts of 

repeated shelling taking place in those areas. 

 However, residents were forced to go through "Zakya - Khan Al Shieh" 

road despite the risks, where many cars were targeted during the past few 

months. 

 

In terms of living aspect, the camp markets suffer from a shortage of 

many basic items and rising prices of available items. 
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Turning to the south of Damascus, where residents of Yarmouk camp 

refused the decision of Amir Al-Nusra Front 'Abu Khader', which bans 

children of the camp to go to Yalda town to participate in the Eid festival, 

which is organized by the Palestinian societies in the town as an initiative 

to bring happiness to the hearts of displaced children. 

Nusra was not able to prevent people to go with their children after they 

insisted. 

Al-Nusra Front is trying to impose their agendas on the Yarmouk 

residents after it took control with ISIS at the beginning of last April. 

In the meantime, Palestine Charity Committee finished its annual project 

for the distribution of sacrifices at the fourth day of Eid, where the 

committee distributed approximately "3900" shares of meat to the 

Yarmouk residents who are displaced to neighboring areas in the south of 

Damascus (Yalda - Babbila - beitsahem), in addition to the besieged 

people  inside the camp. 
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Meanwhile, relief organizations in the besieged camp also finished the 

projects of sacrifices distribution to the people of the Yarmouk camp. 

In Damascus suburb, residents of Jaramana camp are still suffering from 

worsening economic crises, especially homes rent and the increase in 

demand, prompting them to live in stifling conditions in light of the high 

rates of unemployment among them. 

This coincided with decreasing aid from charity organizations and 

UNRWA, which covers only a little part of their costs. 

It is worth mentioning that Jaramana camp receives a large number of 

displaced families particularly from Yarmouk, Husseinia, Sayeda Zeinab, 

Sabina, and Deiabeia, which exacerbating their suffering and led to the 

deterioration of economic situation and rising unemployment. 

 
Jaramana camp 

Lebanon  

The Lebanese General Security released the Palestinian Syrian Refugee 

Ahmed Ghazi Saleh, 20 years from the displaced residents of Al Sbeina 
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camp at Ein Al Helwa camp, as he was arrested 10 days ago in charges 

of expired residency. 

 It is referred that the arrest cases spread tension and worry state 

amongst the Palestinians of Syria in Lebanon who are estimated with 

45000 refugees fearing to be transferred to Syria.  

The arrest campaigns led them to be prisoned at homes and areas they 

live which increased their economic burdens.  

The Palestinians of Syria in Lebanon accuse the Palestinian factions in 

Lebanon of being reluctant in front of media; moreover, they accused the 

Palestine Embassy of planning to marginalize their issue. 

 

Statistics 

The AGPS documentation and monitoring team announced that 10 PLA 

members died during September 2015; they are: 

Bilal Abdullah from Khan Dannon Camp, Majd Al-Dein Afel Mousa from 

Husseneia Camp, Ahmed Fathi Ahmed, Lieutenant Motasem Mustafa 

Kassab, Lieutenant YousifQassabJumaa, Lieutenant Mohammed Ahmed 
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Saleh, Nour Al Dein Khair Hasan, Abdul Rahman SubhiRajeh, and 

Lieutenant Hasan Natheer Hasan. 

Relatives and families of the PLA victims, who were obligated to perform 

military service, and a number of activists demanded not to involve their 

sons in the ongoing conflict in Syria and not sending them to tension 

areas and to stop the bloodshed of the Palestinian youth in a battle that is 

not theirs. 

 It is noted that the Palestinians of Syria refugees are obligated to 

perform the PLA Military service and everyone evading the military 

service will be chased and poisoned, which forced many youth who refuse 

the military service during the war in Syria to leave to the Neighboring 

countries. 

 

Numbers and Statistics till 28/9/2015 

 15,500 Palestinian Syrian refugees in Jordan, 45,000 Palestinian 

Syrian refugees in Lebanon, and 6,000 refugees in Egypt, 

according to the UNRWA's statistics till July 2015. 

 At least 36,000 Palestinian Syrian refugees have reached Europe 

during the last 4 years. 

 The Yarmouk Camp: - Siege, imposed by the Regular Army and 

PFGC, continued for 818 days respectively. In addition, power 

cuts continued for more than 888 days, water was cut for 378 days 

respectively. The number of victims due to the siege has reached to 

182 victims.  
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 Al Sbeina Camp: - Regular Army is still preventing the residents of 

the camp to return back to their houses for 680 days respectively. 

 Handarat Camp: - Residents have left the camp for 881 days after 

the Syrian Opposition Groups controlled it. 

 Dara’a Camp: - It is now almost 526 days without water and 70% 

of its buildings were demolished. 

 Jarmana, AL Saieda Zainab, Al Raml, Al Aedein Camps in Homs 

and Hamma: - A relatively quiet   situation in light of the economic 

crises. 

 Khan Al Sheih Camp: - Roads linking the camp to the city center 

are still closed except for Zakia- Khan Al Shieh road.  


